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The Four-Dimensional Field: Time

he study of the four-dimensional field-the various aspects of
time and motion within the context of television and film-is one of the
most important steps in this discussion of various aesthetic fields. After
all, the basic structure of television and film is the moving image. As
in real life, change is the essence of the four-dimensional field. Tele
vision and film demand the articulation and manipulation not only of
a spatial field but also of a space-time field. Structuring the four
dimensional field means achieving a spatial-temporal order.

The concept of vectors and vector fields includes the time element.
Vector fields in television and film are not static but rather are contin
ually changing either within a shot or from shot to shot. A vector is
created not only by a stationary arrow that points in a particular direc
tion but also by the one that flies off the bow toward its target.

I will now lay the groundwork for structuring the four-dimensional
field by discussing some of its most basic elements: the major aspects
of time and motion.

Aspects of Time

Humans have always been concerned with time. We are born and die
at a certain time. We experience recurring phenomena that suggest
the passage of time: day and night, the months, the seasons.We expe
rience periods of activity and nonactivity and of bodily wants and
needs and their satisfaction. We learn how to record the past, and we
live in the present. We try to predict the future, to cheat human mor
tality; at least we try to prolong our life span as much as possible. We
construct ,theories and beliefs that suggest another life after death. In
all, we seek to manipulate, to control, time. 237
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In our efficiency-oriented society, time has become an important
modern commodity. Time has gone far beyond its former spiritual and
ethereal importance. Today, time has attained a new existential sig
nificance. Time is money. Time salespersons and time buyers bargain
shrewdly for the price of various segments of time. They have tables
that list the price of time. Some of the broadcasting time sales rate
cards point out that no time is "sold in bulk."

Time is an essential factor in measuring the worth of work. Effi
ciency is assessed not only by what you do but also by how fast you
can do it. We build machines that break down or at least become
inefficient at a particular time, and we accelerate this carefully cal
culated obsolescence with periodic style changes. When traveling, we
are now inclined to measure distances not by spatial units but by units
of time. It is three hours to Europe and three days to the moon.

Computers that perform the most intricate calculations with
incredible speed, various new discoveries in physics, and space travel
have all contributed to a new space-time concept. At least they have
demanded of us a new, intense, and unprecedented awareness of rime.'
In recent years, we have graduated from a highly mobile society to an
electronic one in which much of the actual movement is not carried
out so much by people as by electronically coded information. In the
context of such an electronic society, time and motion have become
almost the essenceof life. In any event, it is high time, so to speak, that
we learn to function properly and effectively within this new space
time environment and reconcile old values with the new social and
psychological requirements of our "now" generation that span from
instant pudding to instant information.

Small wonder, then, that the new time concept-this "now" fac
tor-has prominently entered all fields of the arts. We can find artists
trying to manipulate time and motion in such nonmotion arts as paint
ing, sculpture, and still photography as well as in the more obviously
motion-oriented arts of theater, dance, and music.

Painters, for example, cope with this new time-motion dynamism
in various ways. As mentioned in Chapter 11, the cubists painted a
scene from several points of view to create the impression that the
observer is moving from one point of observation to another or is
viewing the object from various points of view simultaneously (Fig.
12.1 ).

Other painters invite an empathic time response by letting us feel
the motion and force of their brushstrokes or through letting us see
successive frozen moments of a moving object (Figs. 12.2 and 12.3).

Some painters are so fascinated with time and motion that they
create a variety of vibrating patterns to simulate movement. While the
factors of time and motion in various types of cubistic or abstract
expressionist paintings are relatively hidden, they are unavoidable in
paintings designed to influence directly our perceptual mechanism (Fig.
12.4).When looking at Figs. 12.1 through 12.3, you need to reconstruct
the aspects of time and motion cognitively-by thinking about them.
But in the paintings that influence your perceptual mechnisms, the illu
sion of motion is generated physiologically through a planned distur
bance of the eye-brain system.
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Figure 12.1 lime in Cubist Painting
This cubist painting by Picasso shows
various sides of the object simultane
ously. It implies a shift in viewpoint, that
is, the viewer's moving about the object.
Also, the pattern of this painting suggests
Q certain rhythm, which we can easily
sense as a type of motion. Donie/-Henry
Kahnwei/er by Pablo Picasso (1910). Oil
on canvas, 39%" x 28%". Gift of Mrs.
Gilbert W. Chapman. Courtesy of The
Art Institute of Chicago.

Figure 12.2 Implied Motion in Abstract
Expressionism
In this abstract-expressionist painting by
the American painter Franz Kline
(1910-1962), we experience an immense
sense of motion. We can literally relive
and move with the energy of the powerful
brush strokes. Bigard by Franz Kline
(1961). Oil on canvas, 92" x 68", Collec
tion Carter Burden, New York.

Figure 12.3 Simulated Motion
Through Multiple Object Positions
The French painter Marcel
Duchamp (1887-1968) shows fro
zen elements of motion in this
painting. It closely resembles time
lapse photography. Nude
Descending a Staircase, No.2, by
Marcel Duchamp (1912). Oil on
canvas. 58" x 35". Courtesy of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art: The
Louise and Walter Arensberg
Collection.

Figure 12.4 Simulated Motion
Through Optical Vibrations
Some contemporary painters are so
time-conscious that they create a vari
ety of vibrating patterns that seem
actually to move. Blaze 1 by Bridget
Riley (1962). Courtesy of Richard L.
Feigen & Co., New York.
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Figure 12.5 Simulated Motion Through Time-Lapse
Photography
In time-lapse photography, we freeze a moving object in
several successive positions, simulating its progression in
time.

Figure 12.6 Simulated Motion Through Slow Shutter Speed
A slow shutter speed causes a moving object to blur. We
tend to interpret this blurred image as object motion
although the actual photograph shows the object at rest.
Note, however, that the blurred photo of the moving train
shows not a motion vector but an index vector.

Still photographers try to communicate motion through time-lapse
strobe effects or through blurring the moving object (Figs. 12.5 and
12.6).

Sculptors, who heretofore simply arrested motion in one still pose,
now create works that actually move. Such kinetic sculptures can take
many forms from mobiles or machinelike constructs whose only pur
pose is to generate motion to contraptions created solely for the pur
pose of watching them decay (Figs. 12.7 and 12.8).

The ultimate instrument with which to express now-consciousness
is television. This medium allows for clarification and intensification
of on.event while the event is going on. What's more, an almost unlim
ited number of widely dispersed people can experience this clarified
and intensified event simultaneously. No wonder that this medium holds
such a fascination for us.

What Is nme?

We do not know what time is. All we really know is how to experience
time in the form of duration, recurring phenomena, cycles, rhythm,
motion. We can measure time. We live, love, have children, suffer, and
die with it and through it, but we do not exactly know what it is. J. t
Fraser, who devoted his scholarly career to the study of this subject,
still calls time "the familiar stranger.,,2 We get different answers to the
seemingly simple question of what time is depending on whom we ask.
The philosopher gives us one set of answers, the physicist another.3



Figure 12.7 Kinetic Sculptures
The sculptors who heretofore simply arrested motion in one
immobile pose are now creating works that actually move.
The American Alexander Colder (18913-1976) is one of the
foremost kinetic sculptors. He has produced a great variety
of mobiles. Big Red by Alexander Colder (1959). Sheet
metal and steel wire. 114" long. Collection Whitney
Museum of American Art. Gift of the Friends of the Whitney
Museum of American Art.
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Figure 12.8 Time in Conceptual Art
Some artists create events merely to demonstrate the close
connection between art and life, to show that the mere
process offighting bureaucracy is port of their art. The Bul
garian-born artist Christo (born Christo Javacheff in 1935)
bottled numerous county agencies and landowners before
he could erect this gigantic 24-mile long and 18-feet high
Running Fence in Morin County, California. He and his
workers dismantled the fence again after only two weeks.
Christo is especially famous for wrapping buildings,
bridges, and even islands with plastic or woven material.
Photo by Irene Imfeld.

Artists may only be concerned with the aspect of time that best suits
them in their quest to clarify and intensify experience within a specific
medium, such as television or film. And this is exactly what we will do:
select and discuss those aspects of time and motion that seem most
relevant to our media, television and film, and that help us best in
understanding and structuring the four-dimensional field.

'lYpes of Time

First of all, we mustdistinguish between the time that the clock records
and shows and the time we feel. We have all experienced an endlessly
long five minutes, while at other times an hour seemed to possin sec
onds. Obviously, the time we feel does not always correspond with the
time we measure. The time we measure by the clock is called, appro
priately enough, clock time, or objective time. The time we experience
is called subjective time, or psychological time. A time also exists that
regulates our body functions and determines when we feel alert and
when we feel tired. This third type is called biological time. In struc
turing the four-dimensional field for television and film, we are pri
marily interested in the first two types of time: (1) objective time, and
(2) subjective time.
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"Time isa fable and mystery: it has ten
thousandvisages, it broods on all the
imagesof the earth, and it transmutes
themwith a strange, unearthly glow.
Time iscollected in great clocks and
hung in towers, the ponderousbells of
time throng throughthe darkened air of
sleepingcities, time beats its tiny pulse
out in small watcheson a woman'swrist,
time beginsand ends the life of every
man,and each man has his own, a dif
ferent time."4

"Space-time standsfor manythings: rel
ativity of motion and its measurement,
integration, simultaneous grasp of inside
and outside, revelation of the structure
insteadof the facade. Italso standsfor
a new vision concerning materials, ener
gies, tensions, and theirsocial
implications."5
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Objective Time

Objective time is what an accurate clock reports. It is measured by
observable change-some regularly recurring physical phenomenon,
such as the movement of stars or the revolution of the earth around
the sun or the moon around the earth. Day and night cycles as well as
the seasons of the year are also manifestationsof objective time. Humans
invented more manageable devices to measure objective time, such
as the hour glass whose displacement of sand from top to bottom
measures the passage of a certain amount of time or the clock, which
is constructed to produce some kind of regular motion. The periodic
motion is then shown by the hands or the digital readout. Despite
Einstein's theory, which holds that even objective time changes depend
ing on how fast clocks travel relative to an observer, in our ordinary
day-to-day life, the most fundamental conditions of a clock are that its
recurring events (the movement of its hands or its electronic oscilla
tions) be regular and uniform.6 So far the most accurate device we
have to measure objective time is the atomic clock, which uses the
cesium atom. This atom oscillates 9,192,631,770 times per second.

Subjective Time

Subjective, or psychological, time is felt time. Regardless of what the
clock says, you may experience an activity or event as being short or
long. While you can measure the duration of an event rather precisely
using clock time, with subjective time, estimation is more elusive and
often confusing.

Perceived Duration How long, then, is an event that we experience?
Just think of some examples when.you have experienced "short" and
"long" periods of subjective time. A fifty-minute lecture on time may
seem endless, while playing with a new computer program for the
same amount of time may somehow seem much shorter to you. To the
casual observer, a chess game may seem exceedingly slow. But to
those playing the game, time seems to fly, or rather the flow of time
seems peculiarly absent. When waiting for a person we love, time
seemsto crawl, but when with that person, the point of departure seems
to come all too soon.

Common experience seems to tell us that the more involved we
are in an event, the shorter the event's duration seems to be; the less
involved we are, the longer the duration seems to be. But certain con
trolled studies seemto contradict this theory. For example, when asked
to recall the duration of a roller coaster ride or an especially action
filled segment of a film, subjects of the experiments generally over
estimated the actual clock time of the event.7 You have probably ex
perienced fun-filled weekends that seemed like a week's vacation in
retrospect or else the absence of time during the ecstasy of love, the
unreality of death, or in moments of extreme beauty or terror. In such
moments we seem to feel the instantaneousness of eternity or perhaps
more accurately the timelessness of total involvement. How can this be?
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Figure 12.11 Zero Point of Horizontal
Time Vector
When uninvolved in on event, we are
very much aware of clock time. The
subjective time vector runs almost
parallel with objective time (0). But
the more involved we get in on event,
the less we are aware of clock time
and the steeper the subjective time
vector becomes (b). When totally
involved in on event, we are no
longer conscious of clock-time pro
gression. The subjective time vector
no longer occupies any space on the
horizontal objective time vector (e).
The subjective time vector has
reached a zero point in time.

Subjective ---~--(a)
Time Vector
Gelling Vertical (b)

Figure 12.9 Horizontal Vector of
Objective Time
The progression of objective, or
clock, time is represented by a hori
zontal vector. Objective time is
quantitative.

Figure 12.10 Vertical Vector of
Subjective Time
The intensity of subjective time is rep
resented by a vertical vector. This
"deep" time is qualitative.

Duration as Vertical Vector The confusion about the relative length of
duration is mainly due to our erroneous assumption that subjective
time is somehow a subgroup of objective time. In order to understand
the fundamental differences between objective (clock-measured) and
subjective (psychological) time, it might be best if you think of these as
two entirely different concepts although they both contain the word
time.

While we organize our lives by the clock in terms of keeping
appointments, getting up at a certain time whether we like it or not, or
tuning in to a certain program, we actually experience time more by
the quality of what we do, that is, by whether and how much we are
interested in what we are doing and by how much we are affected by
what we perceive. We read the clock, but we experience time. The
major difference between objective clock time and subjective psycho
logical time is that clock time is measured quantitatively, and subjective
time is perceived and processed qualitatively.8

The clock moves along, measuring recurring periods (hours,min
utes, seconds), independent of how we actually experience the succes
sion of events. We speak of a certain amount of time-of hours, min
utes, and seconds. An appropriate representation of clock time is a
horizontal vector (Fig. 12.9).

Subjective time, however, is qualitative. We use this time concept
to express our relative involvement in an event and, with it, our relative
awareness of time. Counting the degree of involvement or how much
we are aware of a certain duration in seconds, minutes,and hours thus
makes as little sense as using a yardstick to measure the weight of a
person. Unfortunately, in our efficiency-oriented society, we seek to
measure, rather than to enjoy, quality. We rate the value of a van Gogh
painting by how many millions of dollars were spent for its purchase
and the value of a person on a scale of ten. No wonder we tend to
measure subjective time as if it were clock time. Instead, we need to
look at subjective time as going into depth rather than progressing
horizontally. We can best visualize this "deep time" as a vertical vector
indicating greater or lesser intensity (Fig. 12.10).

When waiting, you are usually not highly involved in the act of
waiting, which is merely a necessary condition forthe anticipated event
to occur. Because it is something you would like to have pass as soon
as possible, you will probably find yourself looking at your watch fre
quently. Checking the clock time helps to bring structure into your rather
amorphous time experience of waiting. You seek comfort in the regu
larity of the clock, but in this case the clock is also the bearer of bad
news. What felt like a half-hour wait might turn out to be only ten
minutes of elapsed clock time. Because you are so much aware of
objective time (wishing to speed it up), the subjective time vector is no
longer vertical but instead runs almost parallel with the horizontal
clock-time vector. (See Fig. 12.11.)

But when riding a roller coaster, you are probably much more
intent on hanging on for dear life than worrying about how much clock
time it takes to get from one end to the other. Here the time vector has
become more vertical and gained considerably in magnitude, indi-
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cating that you are involved in riding the roller coaster and less aware
of clock time. As indicated above, we seem to have no perciption of
either objective (clock) time or subjective time (perceived duration). To
call such moments timeless is more accurate than to say that time has
stood still. In such a case, the subjective time vector stands at true
vertical and has gained so much magnitude that its point no longer
occupies any space on the horizontal time vector. It has reached a zero
point in time.9 (See Fig. 12.11.)

Why, then, do studies show that we overestimate the actual dura
tion of an intense or especially crowded event rather than underesti
mate it? Should not an intense or crowded event seem shorter to us
than it really was because of our involvement? Considering the pre
vious arguments, the answer should be yes.The problem seemsto arise
in our trying to translate subjective time (felt duration) into objective
(clock) time. In doing so, we are inclined to substitute the horizontal
vector magnitude (clock time period) for the perceived magnitude of
the vertical vector (intensity of experience). That is, we change the
vertical vector into a horizontal one. In this switch, we simply use the
magnitude, or length, of the vertical vector as the magnitude (length)
of the horizontal one. Hence, we erroneously interpret the high-mag
nitude vertical vector of an intense experience as an equally high
magnitude horizontal vector-more elapsed clock time. Thus, we
remember being on the roller coaster longer than we actually were
(Fig. 12.12).

Vector Magnitude of Subjective nme It may be helpful at this point to
repeat and list the major factors that influence the magnitude of the
subjective time vector-that is, whether you experience an event as
"brief" or "Iong." These factors are: (1) event intensity, (2) event den
sity, and (3) experience intensity.

Event Intensity Some events seem to carry more energy than others.
A herd of stampeding cattle has more energy than a single cow graz
ing or a person running has more than someone sleeping. Usually, we
respond to a high-energy event more readily than to a low-energy

Figure 12.12 Parallel TIme Vectors
When asked to estimate the elapsed
clock time of an event, we are
inclined to quantify a basically quali
tative experience. We tend to remem
ber a high-intensity experience as
"long:' although we may have been
quite unaware of any clock-time pro
gression during the event itself. In
effect, we translate the magnitude of
the vertical subjective vector (degree
of event involvement) into an equally
strong horizontal (clock-time) vector.
The deeper the vertical vector, the
longer the recalled duration of the
event.

-----~
Expressedas
horizontal
timevector.

Vertical Depthof experience
VectorMagnitude translatedas

duration.
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event, especially if the event bears no specific significance for us.
Thus, a high-energy event is more likely to involve us more than
is a low-energy event ond, consequently, increase the magnitude of
the subjective time vector. The high energy can make the event more
intense for us, involve us more, and thereby distance us more from
clock time. As a result, our estimation of clock time will be distorted.

Event Density A high-density event is one in which many things occur
within a relatively brief clock-time period. For example, if you watch
a three-ring circus performance, more things are going on at the some
time than you con watch. A movie or television sequence with many
shifts of point of view, location, or angles is also a high-density event.
A ten-second commercial that includes many different close-up shots
is another example of a high-density event. We tend to interpret such
a rapid ossault on our senses as event density ond are, therefore, more
apt to be stimulated by such a rapid-fire presentation than by a less
dense shot sequence. Hence, we often perceive high-density events as
"shorter" than low-density events. If the high-density event has any
kind of beat to it, such as the beat generated by the rhythmic cuts in a
commercial, we tend to interpret the foster rhythm as foster speed than
if the cutting rhythmof 0 commercial is less dense(and therefore slower),
even though the actual running time of the two commercials mC:JY be
exactly the some.

Experience Intensity Experience intensity refers to the number of rel
evant experiences we go through either simultaneously or in rapid
succession and to the relative depth or impact such events have on us.
You have probably experienced overwhelming moments when, waking
up at night, all your problems, both large and small, seemto converge
on you at the some time with tremendous intensity. Experience intensity
commonly depends to a great extent on the relevancy of the event. The
more relevant the event is for you, the more intense your involvement
in it is likely to be. Waiting to see whether your chess portner has
discovered the trap you set for her is nothing like the empty waiting
period discussed earlier. Becauseyou are now totally involved, waiting
for your portner to moke a move is a high-intensity experience. Taking
an exam or playing in a tennis final are equally involving, high-intensity
experiences. Experience intensity is less dependenton the relative energy
or density of the event and more dependent on how much the event
means for you. As mentioned above, low involvement means more
awareness of clock time, and high involvement, lessawareness of clock
time. That we usually experience a high-intensity event as having no
time or sometimes as lasting on eternity is one of the paradoxes of
subjective time.

Biological Time

One type of subjective time operates quantitatively, which means it
tells us When to do certain things. All living things seem to have a
biological clock built into them. Migrant birds return when their bio-
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logical clock says it is time to do so regardless of the prevailing y.'eather
conditions back home. Some plants open and close according to their
biological clock time, not because it is night or day or hot or cold.

Each of us has awakened many times iust before the alarm clock
went off. Our biological clock told us when it was time to get up. The
biological clock is set by habit. If we gradually change sleeping and
waking hours, the biological clock resets itself to the new schedule.
But if we change a schedule abruptly, our biological clock keeps on
ticking faithfully according to the old time schedule. This can be quite
annoying or exhausting, especially during travel. When everyone is
ready for bed in the new location, we start feeling wide awake and
alert. And when our biological clock tells us that it is the time we
normally go to bed, the people in the new location, whose biological
clocks are set differently, are ready and eager to start a new day. This
type of biological time upset is called "circadian cycle (or rhythm)
desynchronizotion/"? Fortunately, our biological clock will adjust after
a while to the new working and sleeping rhythm.

Although biological time does nat directly help to structure the
four-dimensional field, it nevertheless contributes to the readiness of
the viewers to respond properly to our communication. If they are dead
tired when watching the program, we will certainly have a more dif
ficult task to arouse their aesthetic sensitivities than if they are wide
awake. In television, we should at least consider adjusting program
ming to the general waking and sleeping habits of our audience. Also,
we should be sensitive to the general mood and receptiveness of the
audience as dictated by the biological clock. In mid-morning, when
the audience is wide awake and full of energy, it may tolerate, if not
demand, a higher-energy program than late at night, when the bio
logical clock of the viewers tells them to relax and be comfortable.

nme Direction

Everyday experience in life gives us ample evidence that time moves
relentlessly forward, that the past precedes the present and the present
the future. We experience birth before death, and we move from cause
to effect. Entropy only works in one direction, from an organized sys
tem to a loss of organization, from a high information level to a low
one.!' We have, therefore, come to believe that the flow of time is
irreversible, that the "arrow" of time-the time vector-moves in only
one direction. live television is inevitably tied to this unidirectional time
vector. Once an event is recorded on videotape or film, though, we
are no longer tied to the past-present-future flow of time nor to the
cause-effect principle. We can now change the direction of the time
vector of the screen event in any way we desire.

To understand the potentials of such time vector shifts, let us now
take a brief look at the past-present-future division of time and its
relevance to television and film.
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.Figure 12.13 Past·Present·Future
The time continuum is usually divided
into past, present, and future.

Past-Present-Future

Figure 12.14 Addresses in Time
We can quite accurately pinpoint spe
cific epochs, or addresses, in the past
and future.

According to our everyday experience, we divide the time continuum
into the past, the present, and the future (Fig. 12.13).

We remember the past and have proof of it. Historians and arche
ologists make a profession of verifying the past. We, personally, have
photographs, films, or videotapes of past events or else old letters
from grandmother. We anticipate the future and try to predict it as
much as possible. We are eager to know what the weather will be like
tomorrow, who will win the election, and how our production will turn
out. Both past and future are really addresses in the time continuum:
Martin Luther King was assassinated on April 4, 1968; I will have my
final examination on May 21. As you can see, we can pinpoint time in
the past and in the future accurately (Fig. 12.14).

The present is more elusive. When is now? Right nowl When?
Whoops, your now just passed. Now you are still thinking about it, but
it has not yet come about. Too late, it has again eluded you. It is already
past. ,

Can we pinpoint and freeze the now so that it becomes a spot in
time, a specific instant in the time continuum? Or is it something that
continuously comes and goes in a constant flux, always lost somewhere
between the "not yet" and the "has been"? We gain help in answering
these puzzling philosophical questions from an unexpected source.

Saint Augustine and the Present

Fifteen centuries ago, Saint Augustine felt that the rigid division of time
into past, present,and future was incorrect because whenever we speak
of the past or the future, we do so in the very present, our very present,
right now. Therefore, he claimed, there can only be a present of things
past, a present of things present, and a present of things future. 12

Augustine points out, "the present has no space:' at least not on the
normal horizontal time vector that envisions time as an orderly pro
gression from past to future. 13

The Present as Subjective Time

The present has no place in our consciousness. The paradox of the
present is that it is the only time in which we live, yet it remains outside
our perceptual grasp. This state of affairs probably reminds you of the
problem we had with trying to fit subjective time into the horizontal
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Figure 12.15 The Present as Subjec
tive TIme Vector
We cannot pinpoint the elusive pres
ent as we can the past and future. It is
more fruitful to consider the present
as subjective than objective time. As
such, we experience it qualitatively
(according to the relative intensity of
the moment) rather than quantitatively
(how long the moment is).

Objective
timevector
locationin
objective
time:
A Quantity

Subjective TimeVector:
Depthandcomplexityof
thenowexperience:
A Quality

Future

Objective
timevector
locationin
objective
time:
A Quantity

time vector. In fact, we do better if we think of the present not as
objective time but rather as subjective time. As a subjective time phe
nomenon, the present is no longer a quantity, on address in the hori
zontal time vector, but rather a quality.

With this in mind, you should become much more at ease with the
ideo of dealing with the present. You should no longer try to fix the
relative length of the present or when or where it is but rather perceive
it as a vertical time vector, how intense or complex it is or how deep
it goes. As a vertical subjective vector, the experience of the now no
longer depends on clock time-that is, on a specific place along the
time continuum-but instead on our depth of involvement (Fig. 12.15).

The nme Vectors in Live Television

The objective time vectors of on actual event and the televised event
are inevitably tied to each other when the telecast is live. live television
means that the event and the telecast of the event are happening simul
taneously. Broadcasters speak of such programs as occurring in "real
time:' that is, the time of the actual event. At this point, you might argue
that technically no true simultaneity occurs between actual event and
televised event. For example, when the television signal is distributed
via satellite, we can experience a time delay of almost half a second
between event origin and event recepfion.l" When the picture finally
gets to the station, it is digitized and briefly stored by a synchronization
device before trcnsmission.P

Aesthetically, however, such minor time delays do not constitute a
recording of the event. Even if the televised event is slightly delayed
by signal processing and distribution, it cannot free itself from the "real
time" of the actual event and must follow its flow. But while you may
have no control over the length of the actual event and its flow, you
can still influence how "fast" or how "slow" viewers perceive the tel
evised event. That is, you can control the subjective time of the televised
event. In such cases, it seems as though the objective and subjective
time vectors are marching to different drummers. Let's toke a closer
look at objective and subjective time vectors in a live television
presentation.
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Live Television and Objective Time Vectors

In the context of objective time vectors-that is, the "real time" of the
actual event-the live telecast is totally event-dependent. As much as
you may want to know the outcome of the event or go back to a pre
vious portion of the event, you cannot do either in a true and unadul
terated live telecast. (I will talk about instant replays a little later in this
chapter.) You may, however, choose to have your cameras look at
something more interesting than the main event action, such as c1ose
ups of the audience instead of the players on the field, but such cuta
ways will not speed up the actual duration of the main event.

This event-dependency has interesting aesthetic consequences:
The televised event has the same "open future" as the real event. This
means that even if the outcome of the real event is predictable, it is
not predetermined. As in real life, the unexpected can occur at any
time. More so, such an event-dependency allows us as viewers to par
ticipate in the process of becoming; it involves us in the event and
affords us a glance at the continual creation of the world, however
humble its scale.16 Bound by time and closeness to the actual event,
the television viewers may well lose some of their usual heterogeneity
and become a more closely knit social aggregateY

Live Television and Subjective Time Vectors

You will remember I suggested that the present is not so much a fixed
address on the time continuum as a mode of subjective time. As such,
the viewers perceive a live event more in terms of relative involvement
than as the passing of time. As producers, we have no control over the
direction of the objective time vectors in a live telecast, but we can still
influence the magnitude ofthe subjective time vector, that is, the degree
of involvement and participation in the event.Cha~n the field of
view (within the usual range from extreme long shots to extreme c1ose
ups), shifts in points of view (various angles, above and below eye
level camera positions), instantaneous editing (switching) rhythm, and
the manipulation of other appropriate aesthetic elements, suchas lighting
and sound, can all contribute to a higher magnitude of the vertical
subjective time vector (deeper viewer involvement). For example, a
close-up of the action, the careful selection of event details and points
of view, high-energy colors and sound all contribute to a higher-energy
screen event than a continuous long shot of the action would.

But with this in mind, should you always try to achieve a maximum
event energy regardless of the actual nature of the event and your
communication intent? What if the event is basically low energy? Dif
ferent schools of thought argue about this topic. One defends a min
imum of event manipulation by the medium and advocates that the
televised event should primarily be a simple reflection of the original
event. The other defends event manipulation by the medium on the
basis that the medium itself is an integral part of the event and that the
televise,d event by its very nature is different from the actual event.
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Which school of thought is right? Both are. As you remember from
Chapter 11, the relative amount of medium manipulation depends
principally on the communication intent-that is, on whethej you use
the medium for looking at, into, or creating the event.

Looking At

When looking at on event, the medium should intrude as little as pos
sible. In this case, television should reflect the live event as directly as
possible. This means the objective time of the actual event and that of
the televised event are identical. The subjective time vector is also quite
similar to that of the actual event. In such circumstances, you should
follow the rhythm of the actual event as closely as possible in your
medium event along with all its low-energy and high-energy points.

Looking Into

When lookingintoon event, you should usethe medium to look closely,
to probe, to reveal both its external and internal structure. Television
now becomes more than a neutral spectator. Through clarification and
intensification techniques, the medium manipulates the energy of the
event. IUs-nm unusual, therefore, that with the "looking in" approach,
the subjective time vector of the televised event attains a higher mag
nitude than that of the actual event.

Creating

When creating, the only event that counts is the screen event. Now the
actual occurrences merely serve as row material for the screen event
even if they toke place simultaneously. Although in a live telecast you
cannot change the direction of the objective time vector-the order of
event segments-you can still change their rhythm. Assuming that your
communication intent does not go against communication ethics, you
con generate on event density that is quite different from that of the
actual event. For example, fast cutting and tight close-ups may well
give a relatively low-energy occurrence the appearance of a high
energy event (Fig. 12.16).

Objective timevector: Identicalforactualand screenevents

•
Figure 12.16 Increasing Event
Density
Although the screen event is bound by
the objective time vector of the actual
event, we can increase the density of
the screen event through rapid cut
ting. This higher density and the use
of close-ups often increase the per
ceived energy of the event.
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High-densityscreenevent
Subjectivetimevector:
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The Time Vectors in Recorded
Television and Film

. As soon as an event is recorded on videotape, on some other electronic
recording devices, or on film, it has become a record of the past. As
such, it is totally free from the relentless unidirectional flow of time.
Now you have the opportunity to construct your own event time with
its own objective and subjective time vectors. If you want, you can put
the end of the actual event at the beginning of your screen event and
the middle at the end. You can edit an especially slow portion of the
actual event into a fast and exciting shot sequence and vice versa. The
television or film event has become largely medium-dependent.

Still, not every television recording tolerates, or requires, maxi
mum time manipulation. Thus, you may do well to look at the various
types of television recordings and film and their intended purposes:
(1) live-on-tape, (2) instant replays, (3) edited videotape and film.

Live-on-Tape

Live-on-tape means that the live telecast is recorded for unedited play
back at a later time. This technique is almost always used to have the
program start at the same hour in different time zones. The audience
is usually told that this is a "live" telecast recorded for delayed play
back. But then it isn't really a live telecast any more since the major
criterion-the simultaneity of actual and televised events-no longer
applies. Does it matter? What if the viewer doesn't know that it has
been recorded and believes that it is, indeed, a live telecast? Let us
try to deal with this tricky subject by looking at the relative magnitude
of the subjective time vector and the factor of aesthetic entropy.

Vector Magnitude If you are totally unaware of the fact that the screen
event is a delayed version of a live telecast, yaur involvement may well
be as intense as if you were watching a live telecast. Still, your aesthetic
experience is based on a perceptual fallacy and becomes rather pre
carious. You are fooled into a pseudoexperience of becoming, of
changing with the event,of experiencing the living presentwhen actually
you are presented with a record of the past in which the outcome of
the event is at this point predetermined.

As soon as yau become aware that this is a recording, the subjec
tive vector magnitude inevitably decreases. You almost automatically
distance yourself from the televised event. Because the subjective time
vector (degree of involvement) has now reverted back to an objective
one (the sequence of events and their lengths), we tend to change from
highly involved event-participant to slightly less involved event-viewer.18

Your relative involvement in the Iive-on-tape telecast is also greatly
affected by knowing the outcome of the actual event while watching it
on television. For example, if you have heard the final score of a foot
ball game on radio before watching the live-on-tape telecast, you will
probab'ly react quite differently to the presentation than your friend,
who does not know the outcome of t~e game. While he may get terribly
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excited about a last-second field goal attempt, you may get annoyed
by all the media hoopla (close-ups and the like), knowing full1ell that
the kick will fall short and the game will be lost. As you can see, the
very same screen action can produce subjective time vectors of entirely
different magnitudes, depending on whether or not the viewer knows
the outcome of the event.

Aesthetic Entropy As soon as you have recorded the present, entropy
sets in. The recording of the event becomes subject to your attitude
chonqes, depending on how far removed in time you are from the
event. In mostcases, the subjectivevector magnitude gradually decreases
in intensity. You can combat this energy loss by editing before reshow
ing. Condensing an event into its highlights through editing is often a
necessary reenergizing procedure when the event is replayed at a later
date.

Becauseof this entropy factor, some justification to the "hot news"
concept exists. With few exceptions, news events are important only
within their immediate time context. When the recorded news gets com
municated as soon after the actual event as possible, then the recorded
event still lives off the energy of the original event. However, the longer
we WGi4. the less relevant the recorded event becomes and the more
rapidly the event energy dissipates. But does this mean that every
recorded television event or every film automatically becomes obso
lete with time? What about "classic" movies and television shows?

It seems that classic films or television programs-or any other
pieces of art-resist entropy because they carry universal messages
(in form and content) that are not easily rendered uselessby contextual
changes of viewpoint and attitude. Thus, they remain meaningful for
us despite the passage of time.19

Instant Replays

Instant replays are live-on-tape recordings of event highlights that are
played back immediately after they have occurred in the actual event.
Although instant replays are quite informative, they still constitute an
aesthetic discrepancy. Because most sports telecasts fulfill a "looking
at" function-that is, they try to reflect the actual event as much as
possible-the rhythm of the screen event approximates the rhythm of
the actual event. But instant replays interrupt the flow of the actual
event and create an event rhythm all their own. You could argue that
commercials do the same. Yes they do, and they also represent an
aesthetic discrepancy as far as event flow is concerned unlessthey are
inserted in such natural event breaks as time-outs.

Instant replays become even more of an aesthetic paradox during
a live telecast if they occur at important moments in the live event. In
this case, you must again revert to instant replay to show the missed
action. If you are not careful, you may wind up showing more event
time as a recording than live. Of course, instant replays are a great
asset for audience members and referees who may want to analyze a
particular action in order to pass immediate judgment on it.
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The Time Vectors in Edited Videotape
and Film

. The time vectors in edited videotape and film are independent of the
actual event and are a construct of the screen event. Through editing,
you can change the time order of past, present, and future. For exam
ple, a flash-forward will interrupt the normal cause-effect develop
ment of a story and provide viewers with a brief glimpse of a future
event. In a flashback, the cause-effect time vector of the story is inter
rupted by flashes of past events. Or you may want to reverse the usual
time vector of your screen event altogether and have the effect occur
before the cause. For example, when you want to chart the growth of
a plant, you will most likely follow the horizontal time vector and show
its development from seed to fruit-bearing maturity to decay.

After internalizing an event, however, you may no longer "see" it
in quite this order. You might first think of the plant in full bloom, then
how the fruittasted, then how someone prepared the soil and planted
the seedling. Obviou'sly, the logical, unidirectional time vector no longer
applies.

The subjective time vector yields to equally high manipulation. As
pointed out before, you can render an event that was originally high
energy and involving, low energy and rather neutral. Or you can take
a low-energy event and make it highly dramatic and involving.

Does this now mean that after an event is recorded on film or
television we no longer have to worry about possible aesthetic differ
ences between the two media? Not at all. As you will~ in the next
chapter, time and motion are the principal factors that determine the
structural uniqueness of each medium and contribute to the aesthetic
differences between the two media.

Summary

In our efficiency-oriented society, time has become an essential factor.
It has entered all facets of life. A basic knowledge of the types of time
and motion is especially important for understanding the basic struc
tural differences between television and film.

We distinguish among three types of time: (1) objective time (clock
time), (2) subjective time (or psychological time), and (3) biological
time. The objective and subjective types of time are especially :impor
tant for television and film. Objective time is what the clock says. It
can be measured quantitatively. Subjective time is felt duration. It is
perceived and processed qualitatively. Objective time is a horizontal
vector that indicates quantity. Subjective time is a vertical vector that
indicates our relative involvement in an event and the relative absence
of any objective time consciousness. The more involved we are in an
event, the less aware we are of clock time passing, which we interpret
as havihg a "short" duration. If we are not involved in an event, we
become aware of clock time and tend to interpret such awareness as
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"long event duration:' The magnitude of the vertical vector of subjec
tive time (degree of involvement and how much or little we ar~ aware
of clock time) is influenced by event intensity,event density, and expe
rience intensity. Biological time operates quantitatively, which means
that it tells us when to do certain things.

In our experience, we divide the time continuum into past, present,
and future. While we can establish past and future events as "addresses"
on the time continuum, we cannot do this with the present. When we
are conscious of the present, it has already occurred or has not yet
happened. Aesthetically, we therefore consider the present as belong
ing to subjective rather than objective time. Subjective time is quali
tative rather than quantitative. Thus, the present is a vertical time vector.

Live television means that the event and the televised event are
happening virtually simultaneously. The televised event is inevitably
tied to the objective time vector of the actual event. The live telecast is
event-dependent; that is, it is totally dependent upon the "real time"
of the actual event. Because of the simultaneous participation in the
"now:' the audience of a live telecast may take on a structure that is
less heterogeneous than that of the usual television audience.

Although an event is telecast live, we can still influence the mag
nitude of its subjective time vector. Through various production tech
niques, we can clarify and intensify the original event although we
remain tied to the actual time flow of the event. The degree of manip
ulation of the subjective time vector depends on whether we use the
medium to "look at:' "look into:' or "create" the event.

As soon as an event is recorded on videotape or film, the screen
event becomes medium-dependent. When this happens, objective as
well as the subjective time vectors are open to medium manipulation.

The three basic types of event recordings are (l) live-on-tape, (2)
instant replays, and (3) edited videotape and film.

Live-on-tape recording is simply a recording of the live telecast
for time-detayed playback. It preserves the objective time vector of the
original event. Our involvement in a live-on-tape presentation depends
not only on the quality of the original live presentation but also on
whether we are aware of the fact that the presentation is not live,
whether we have previous knowledge of the event's outcome, and on
the influence of aesthetic entropy.

Instant replays are the Iive-on-tape recording of especially impor
tant event actions and their immediate replay. They are highly inform
ative and valuable for quick analysis of the event action. But because
they interrupt the time flow and rhythm of the actual event, they rep
resent a basic aesthetic discrepancy.

When an event is recorded for postproduction editing, the screen
event is totally independentof the objective and subjective time vectors
of the original event. The screen event now becomes a new construct
with its own objective and subjective times.
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